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THE COURT:  Just identify yourselves by name.  I1

need not have the client you represent.2

MS. HIRSCH:  Nancy Hirsch, Hirsch & Hirsch.3

MR. LOPEZ:  Ramon Lopez from Lopez, Hoats (ph).4

MR. BURTON:  Mark Burton of Hirsch & Hirsch.5

THE COURT:  Are there only three people in6

attendance?7

MR. BRIGHT:  No, your Honor.  Mitchell Bright (ph)8

from Milberg, Weiss.9

MR. SHAUGHNESSY:  Jim Shaughnessy from Milberg,10

Weiss.11

MR. FREDO:  Good afternoon, your Honor.  Carls12

Fredo (ph) from (ui) Rothman. 13

THE COURT:  Are you getting the names or are you14

going too fast?15

AUDIO OPERATOR:  As long as they identify16

themselves before they speak, that would be fine.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  How many more do I have to18

find?  Are we ready to begin?19

MR. CRAWFORD:  Mark Crawford from Lopez, Hoats,20

but just listening.21

THE COURT:  Hopefully, I can fill that role, too. 22

In any event, do we have everybody on line and everybody23

identified? 24

There are a number of discreet issues that I will25
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have to address today.  If I've omitted any, somebody will1

bring me up to speed.  There is the question of the interim2

preservation order.  And I note that it is an interim order3

because presumably, counsel will refine itself -- will4

refine it in conference or come to me seeking the5

refinements that you're unable to agree upon.6

The second question, as I understand it, is in7

connection with documents that are produced under an8

undisclosure order, whether they have to be individually so9

designated or whether there can be a blanket designation of10

documents not to be disclosed to nonparties.11

I take it there's a subset of whether or not those12

documents that are produced under an undisclosure order, the13

level of access we will have.  Some might be appropriately14

accessed by only attorneys.  Others may be accessed by15

technical assistance, in other words such as an expert whose16

testimony may require his access to the documents.17

The next question that I understand we have is18

whether or not independently conducted state discovery,19

which I take it is lagging, at least from the plaintiff's20

perspective, should be dealt with.  I understand these are21

state court cases and the function of the MDL mechanism is22

designed only to assure that there is an efficient uniform23

method of obtaining discovery, without various counsel24

making demands that will come from all over the compass.25
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With all deference -- and I have spoken to Judge1

Spitzer.  He was the only one I could lay hands on.  He was2

very friendly, he was very accommodating, but he essentially3

said he'll do whatever makes my life easy.  I don't think4

anybody is capable of accomplishing that, but he's indicated5

that he won't be an impediment to the smooth progress of6

this case.  But I understand matters have been before him7

and have recently been conferenced before him within the8

past few days.9

At one point my understanding was that the10

plaintiffs were prepared to defer -- I think I have it11

reversed.  At one point the defendants were amenable to12

deferring to this Court in connection with -- 13

MR. SEEGER:  It was our proposal, your Honor. 14

THE COURT:  But I think there was a shift in15

position alleged.  In other words, one party is perfectly16

willing at this point in time -- 17

MR. SEEGER:  The plaintiffs are perfectly willing18

to bring discovery disputes, to the extent they exist in19

federal court or state court, and submit them to your Honor,20

based upon my discussions with other members of the -- 21

AUDIO OPERATOR:  I'm sorry, what's your name?22

MR. SEEGER:  I'm Chris Seeger.  I'm plaintiffs'23

liaison counsel.24

MS. GUSSACK:  Your Honor, Nina Gussack for Lily. 25
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I believe what you're referring to is that Lily has said1

that it would like all global discovery to be conducted in2

the MDL and continues to uphold that position, including3

discovery that has been asserted in state court we would4

like to have heard in the MDL.  We have offered to have that5

done here.6

The concern that we were raising is that7

plaintiffs were saying that on an expedited basis, that they8

would bring one-off issues to your attention for resolution,9

and we objected to that process.  We wanted an orderly10

master set of discovery to be served and address those11

issues here.12

THE COURT:  There is discovery that might be case13

specific.  That, of necessity, will have to be dealt with. 14

I think it's best dealt with in the state court.  If it's15

case specific and, as I anticipate it now, without having16

refined my thoughts on the matter, matters relating to17

damages to individual plaintiffs might be best dealt with by18

the Court that will try those plaintiffs' cases.  I think19

that's the essence of an MDL situation.20

MS. GUSSACK:  Understood.21

THE COURT:  So we have the question of22

state/federal division of labor.  We have the question of23

the appropriate designation of an access list for documents24

delivered under a protective order and what she be under a25
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protective order.1

We have the question of whether or not the interim2

order concerning the preservation of records can be dealt3

with now or should be deferred, or whether or not we can --4

it appears to me that a workable approach would be to have a5

blanket preservation of tapes for a finite period of time. 6

And when you work out a more refined access, we can then7

erase, destroy or do whatever you want to the tapes that are8

no longer needed. 9

MS. GUSSACK:  Your Honor, we'd like to be heard on10

that issue, because that's a very substantial issue.  But11

let me first turn to the second issue, which is that the12

protective order and scope of that has not yet been briefed13

by Lily.  In fact, we were in negotiations on the scope of14

the protective order and the various terms.15

THE COURT:  About access to protected documents.16

MS. GUSSACK:  Yes, and plaintiffs' counsel17

submitted their brief last night, actually.  Our position18

will be made known to the Court in a letter brief responding19

to that.  But since we were in the midst of negotiations, I20

think it's really premature for us to address those issues. 21

In fact, counsel were discussing right before the conference22

whether there is anything that we can continue to narrow on23

those issues regarding the protective order.24

THE COURT:  I think at the meeting that we jointly25
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held before Judge Weinstein, he indicated that he would1

favor autonomy, to the extent practicable.  In other words,2

I would rather counsel resolve by agreement rather than come3

here.  It would be less of a burden on counsel and our local4

rule, which does govern the conduct of pretrial discovery,5

requires an effort to resolve disputes in person or by6

telephone.7

(Conversation about the speaker phone)8

MR. SEEGER:  Your Honor, can I just make a comment9

about what -- 10

THE COURT:  I don't think we've finished with the11

comment.12

MR. SEEGER:  Okay. 13

MS. GUSSACK:  Thank you, your Honor.  So while I14

think that the issue of the protective order is one that we15

would like to try to resolve with counsel without seeking16

the Court's intervention, it is not yet ripe for the Court's17

intervention because we have not yet submitted our brief on18

it.  I remain hopeful that, based on some of our discussions19

right before the conference, that we can still narrow the20

issues or perhaps reach agreement.  But in any event, we'd21

like to have our brief heard before that issue is resolved.22

MR. SEEGER:  We submitted our letter brief with23

the protective order we proposed.  We were under the24

understanding it was due today, but I have absolutely no25
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objection -- 1

THE COURT:  I know you were under the impression2

it was due today, because it was delivered in bulk to my3

chambers after 11:30, which gave me little time to do4

anything more than to skim. 5

MR. SEEGER:  Understood, your Honor.  I have no6

problem waiting.  The obvious issue is that if we don't7

agree on a protective order in the very near future, we're8

not going to get any documents produced in the case, because9

the defendant -- 10

THE COURT:  Why don't we assume that the blanket11

designation will remain in place until such time as it's12

lifted?13

MR. SEEGER:  That would be okay, as long as we can14

come back -- 15

THE COURT:  You can address what should be16

publicly available at some later date and we can unprotect17

what has been protected in the interim.  This way, you can18

produce documents and you can receive documents.19

MS. GUSSACK:  Your Honor, that absolutely20

addresses a critical issue that we tried to deal with.21

MR. SEEGER:  I know you like that one.22

MS. GUSSACK:  I think there are really one or two23

provisions that we were very close -- 24

THE COURT:  It's an interim procedure.25
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MR. SEEGER:  I would just ask your Honor to keep1

the heat on both sides.  Here's the one problem.  This is a2

case where we anticipate maybe seven, eight million pages of3

documents, just based upon our discussions.  The blanket4

designation is fine for a two-week interim, so we can start5

producing.  Our understanding is that Lily is prepared to6

start producing on July 15th or thereabouts some stuff.  But7

if we don't agree in the next two weeks, I'm going to have8

to tee this up fresh for your Honor because -- 9

THE COURT:  I expect there will be a brief on its10

way to me that will address the ultimate issue of access to11

protective documents.  Until I've had a chance to digest12

briefs, why don't we leave everything under protection.  I13

see no harm to anybody other than the press.14

MR. SEEGER:  That's fair enough for, like I said,15

the next couple of weeks.  The one thing I would ask you to16

do, and I'll move off this topic, your Honor, unless you17

want to ask us anything about it, is in the letter brief18

that we submitted to you, we also submitted a form of an19

order that is used by Judge Raykoff (ph) and was just20

entered in the Ephedra MDL.21

THE COURT:  But I think somebody distinguished the22

Ephedra from this case by citing the fact that Ephedra is no23

longer marketed.24

MR. SEEGER:  Right.25
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THE COURT:  Whereas the Zyprexa product is still1

being actively sold and promoted.2

MR. SEEGER:  Right.  But the one nice thing about3

Judge Raykoff's order is it focuses primarily on business4

and trade secrets and protects those.  Those are the types5

of things I would imagine that this defendant would be very6

much interested in protecting, marketing plans.  We're7

totally in favor of it and we understand it.  We can also8

create a mechanism maybe and maybe ratchet it up a little9

bit.10

But I think as a starting place, I don't think the11

starting place should be everything is deemed confidential12

for -- we produce, we deem everything confidential and we13

have to come back and challenge seven, eight million pages14

of documents.15

THE COURT:  No, but you can challenge them by16

generic type, not by specific documents, or else I'll put in17

my retirement papers.  What might be a real concern is if a18

product is being marketed and if material that is produced19

in discovery might undermine -- at this point, Zyprexa is20

being legitimately marketed and the defendants do have a21

right, subject to any demonstrated harm, to market the22

product.23

And if the newspapers are slathered with material24

that might be misunderstood by the lay reader, that might do25
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some harm or prejudge a case that is still pending.  That is1

my concern.  Now I understand that the public does have a2

right to know, but on the other hand, there should be some3

formulaic approach that will designate by type of document4

what should be given broad protection and what should be5

given less-broad protection.6

MR. SEEGER:  Your Honor, there really isn't a7

dispute on that.  I think most of the disputes with regard8

to this order -- and I know that this has been briefed, but9

it's going to relate to things like they define a10

competitor.  Anybody who is a competitor cannot see these11

documents.  That's defined broadly to mean any scientist12

that may have worked for a drug company that sells drugs.13

THE COURT:  I think the protective order does14

allow for the fact that anybody receiving -- well, no, we're15

talking about broad access.  There will be a paper signed by16

anybody receiving documents that will undertake17

confidentiality. 18

MR. SEEGER:  Right.  And that is the typical19

procedure.  In the order that's been proposed, that20

certification the defendants would like delivered to them. 21

I think you could think of the chilling effect on experts22

and scientists working with us.  If they think that Lily23

knows this early in the litigation that there are24

consultants or experts.25
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In the past, what we've done in big cases and in1

many MDLs I've been involved with, plaintiffs have held2

these certifications unless there is reason to challenge. 3

And we could deliver them to the Court for review or if4

there is a -- 5

THE COURT:  Or for docketing, so that if anybody6

is believed to be in violation, there is a mechanism to7

sanction that person who is in violation.8

MR. SEEGER:  But they have to be kept under seal. 9

The only thing we'd need to do early on -- and I'll sit10

down, Nina, after this.  We need to protect the experts. 11

Doctors and scientists will not work with lawyers if they12

think they're going to be attacked by pharmaceutical13

companies.  So they will sign the confidentiality and agree14

to it, but it's something that we should hold.  That's just15

one example.  There are many examples. 16

MS. GUSSACK:  Your Honor, we will address that17

issue in our brief.  I do want to emphasize not only the18

concerns that you obviously have already appreciated about19

our interest in preserving the legitimate business20

strategies and trade secrets of the company and its interest21

in this product in a very competitive marketplace, for a22

very, very valuable product for seriously mentally ill23

patients.24

But I think more importantly, perhaps, from a25
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practical perspective -- and as I've explained to Mr.1

Seeger, the fact of the matter is that this protective order2

has been entered and agreed to by members of the plaintiffs'3

steering committee in individual cases, one in a federal4

court case, one in a state court case.  For us to be5

renegotiating this now, when members of the plaintiffs'6

steering committee have already agreed to it -- 7

THE COURT:  There are different dynamics in8

different cases and different products.9

MR. SEEGER:  It's an individual case.10

MS. GUSSACK:  Fair enough, but in -- 11

THE COURT:  Oh, in individual cases within this12

MDL?13

MS. GUSSACK:  Yes.14

MR. SEEGER:  It's just one case, though.15

MS. GUSSACK:  Yes, in a federal court case, the16

Wilson case, and in a state court case.  I think the most17

important practical piece, though, which is why we feel so18

strongly about the scope of the protective order, is that to19

facilitate production, to get through seven million pages of20

documents, the ability of people to have to make21

individualized determinations about confidentiality, unless22

it is broadly assumed, will retard production mightily.23

THE COURT:  The question is who has the burden of24

going forward and either unprotecting a document or25
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protecting it.  Is that the ultimate question?1

MS. GUSSACK:  It is really a shared burden because2

the point is that the burden initially is that we want to3

protect our documents and we believe we have good cause --4

can show that.  But more importantly, at the conclusion, we5

fully expect that in broad scope, as we are looking at what6

documents would be used at trial or in whatever setting,7

that by generic designation it would be reasonable at that8

point, when the pressure to get documents out is not as9

acute, to say, we agree that this category of documents can10

be released.  Or if there are specific documents, that that11

also can be addressed.  But rather than prejudging the12

issue, we certainly will be glad to have our position heard13

on that.  I just wanted to make sure that -- 14

THE COURT:  Just one question and then I'll step15

into the background.  Is there anything wrong with having16

two classes of documents, as far as protection is concerned,17

one group of documents which is unresolved, which can be18

kept segregated from the documents in which there would be19

no objection to a blanket nondisclosure?20

In the event that we decide that those documents,21

or it's determined or agreed that those documents that are22

in limbo should be protected, then those documents could be23

put in the bank with the protected items.  And in the event24

that it is determined that some documents ultimately are not25
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entitled to a broad protection, they can be withdrawn from1

that holding area.  Is that a problem or is that2

oversimplification?3

MR. SEEGER:  Your Honor, respectfully, it's a4

little bit of an oversimplification, for the simple reason5

that if this were a very brand new litigation, I would say,6

you know what, we've got to get discovery going or we're7

never going to finish.  The defendant has been sued for I8

think well over a year in state court cases. 9

So my thinking is, having some experience with10

this, that they have been looking at these documents for11

close to a year, thinking about their production and giving12

some thought to confidentiality.  So to come -- now that13

we're all here in Brooklyn, to say, we're starting from14

scratch or to give the impression of that would be a little,15

in my view, disingenuous.16

So I would like to have real confidential17

designations because at the end, your Honor, before the18

trials start, I'm going to be back here before you or the19

lawyers in the state courts or federal courts, where they go20

back to you saying, these documents need to be designated21

not confidential so we can try a case, and we want to unseal22

these documents.  It is going to be a monster project.23

MS. GUSSACK:  I'm sorry, just to clarify.  Your24

Honor, to the extent that we've been involved in litigation25
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in individual cases for the past year, they have been1

subject to this blanket protective order.  The two cases in2

which the discovery has proceeded, both the -- 3

THE COURT:  Have documents been produced in those4

cases?5

MS. GUSSACK:  Yes, almost a million pages of6

documents have been produced in the California case on which7

you spoke to Judge Spitzer, under a blanket umbrella8

protective order.  Similarly, in the federal court case,9

where discovery has proceeded, that has also been the case10

where there was a protective order in place.11

THE COURT:  This is something you'd prefer to have12

more intensively briefed.13

MS. GUSSACK:  Yes, your Honor.14

MR. SEEGER:  Actually, your Honor, now that I've15

gotten a chance to banter back and forth, we submitted just16

a simple two pages with a copy of an order.  If it's going17

to be briefed fully by the defendant, I'd like an18

opportunity to actually rebrief it and give case cites and19

maybe even tell you what other MDLs have done in these20

situations.21

THE COURT:  Do you want me to set a sequential22

schedule or can you work that out yourself?23

MR. SEEGER:  We can work that out, I think, but24

we'd like to bring it to your Honor pretty quickly.25
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THE COURT:  Alright. 1

MR. SEEGER:  One last thing I'd like to just state2

as a caveat, and this is really kind of the underlying theme3

of our discussion here today, is state/federal coordination. 4

It's an issue for Ms. Gussack and her colleagues.  If we're5

going to have a double-edged sword here, where a protective6

order is negotiated by an individual lawyer in an individual7

case, we're going to now ask all these lawyers that I think8

we as a PSC have done a very good job organizing.  It's a9

thirteen-member PSC with everybody really on the same page10

to bring and coordinate discovery through this Court.11

I don't think you can have it both ways.  You12

can't say because somebody agreed in an individual case and13

they like that order, let's enter it.  What's going to14

happen if we do that -- 15

THE COURT:  You have a plaintiffs' steering16

committee.  You don't have 150 individual plaintiffs.17

MR. SEEGER:  But we have to keep a large18

contingency happy.  And if we want to keep this MDL viable19

as an alternative to litigating in all these different20

forums, we have to be able to reach agreement through this21

committee, even if it means that an order they negotiated22

with an individual lawyer gets tossed to the side because it23

doesn't work for this MDL.24

THE COURT:  I assume the very essence of the25
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plaintiff's steering committee is that the judgment in1

pretrial matters in the steering committee would supersede2

the individual preferences of lawyers who may have3

improvidently given away the store, so to speak.4

MR. SEEGER:  That's the bottom line.5

MS. GUSSACK:  Your Honor, we're blessed today6

because two members of the steering committee are on the7

phone.  Mr. Lopez and Ms. Hirsch's office are two members of8

the steering committee who already entered into that9

protective order.  So they are members of the very committee10

that should be exerting influence here.  But we'll be glad11

to be heard on the issue on a briefing schedule.12

If I could, your Honor, return to the comment you13

made about the preservation order, if that's acceptable,14

because you raised a possibility that we take some15

significant issue with, because it is quite problematic and16

we'd like to be -- 17

THE COURT:  You made the point -- I'm sorry to18

interrupt you but just to make sure that we all know where19

I'm coming from.  You've made the point in your submission20

that the preservation, a blanket preservation would be21

financially crippling to Lily, if only for the reason that22

every time somebody boots a computer up or opens a file,23

there is some form of alteration on the document.24

This might require, with a number of drafts -- I'm25


